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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Hello all,
Now that the year is finally
in full swing, I am excited to
say that eHub has
continued to fulfill its
purpose of being a flexible
place for collaboration on
entrepreneurial ventures. The new Student
Agencies, Inc. (SAI) student managers have been
working hard to maintain the success that their
previous managers experienced with each
respective business. In addition, the new eLab
teams have been spending many hours within eHub
working hard to collaborate on their startups.
I'm also happy to announce that Student Agencies
Foundation is sponsoring the Entrepreneurship at
Cornell Celebration conference from Apr il 27-28.
We have three events that we would like to highlight
during Celebration, and all will be taking place on
Fr iday, Apr il 28t h .

First, the panel for " Sh ar k Tan k : Fr om
Th ou gh t t o Realit y " features Student Agencies
Foundation affiliated entrepreneurs as they
present their business ideas to venture
capitalists.
Secondly, the eLab Dem o Day gives eLab
startups the opportunity to showcase their
business ideas that they have worked on as a
part of eLab.
Thirdly, we have our St u den t Agen cies
Sh ow case an d Net w or k in g Even t . At this
event, light food and drink will be served while
each of the student managers will get the
opportunity to present their businesses to
Student Agencies alumni and connect with the
alumni about their career aspirations and what
their plans are after graduation.
You can sign up for this year 's Celebration and
learn more about it here. We look forward to
seeing you there!
This edition of eNews will include:
-

SAI CEO Kyle Kar n es' ('91) thoughts on

-

-

the company's success in 2016.
An introduction to the new SAI President,
Lu k e Bu sh n er ('18), and his take on the
Student Agencies experience, as well as a
chance to get to know him more personally
A feature article on how an eLab company,
Datalogue, that Cornell grad Tim Delisle
(M HA '15, M SC '17) created during his time at
Cornell, has recently raised $1.5 million in
funding to support their product.

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen ('90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation, Inc

CEOKYLEKARNESREFLECTSON
SAI'SPASTYEAR
Dear SAI Alumni & Friends,
Greetings from Ithaca and Happy New Year! I hope
that this update finds you happy, healthy and enjoying
a great start to the new year.
As the students return to class tomorrow and our new
team of managers settle into their new roles, I wanted
to take this opportunity to share with you some
thoughts on our 2016 accomplishments and plans for
2017.
While 2016 was an extremely challenging year, it was
also a transformative year for SAI. In particular, 2016
marked the design, build-out, and fall opening of the
new eHub space. Along with its on-campus sister
space in Kennedy Hall, the 10,000 sq.ft. eHub
Collegetown space now occupies the 2nd and 3rd
floors of the Student Agencies?building at 409 College
Avenue and has quickly become the epicenter of
student business and entrepreneurship activities at
Cornell, as well as the new SAI office.
Many individuals, including M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90),

David Lesser (?87), and
Dan Kat h an (?71), played
key roles in the success
of the project as did the
SAI leadership team;
who, as the team on the
ground in Ithaca, spent
countless hours making
on-site decisions and
resolving project issues
in support of the
Construction Manager
and contractors. In addition, under the very capable
leadership of our 2016 President, M adelin e Lieber
(?17), the SAI team also deftly managed two temporary
SAI office moves during the build-out with no
interruption to SAI?s operations and took advantage of
the opportunity to upgrade SAI?s technologies to a new
completely wireless and cloud-based platform. I could
not be more proud of Madi, our 2016 CTO, Ch az
Byr n es (?18), and the entire SAI student and
professional staff for the job they did in helping to get
the eHub project over the finish line while
simultaneously ensuring SAI business continuity and
making lasting improvements to SAI?s operations

during the transition.

With last year in the books, though, we have now
turned our attention to 2017 and are looking to build
It wasn?t all about eHub in 2016, though. While
on the successes of 2016 in order to further
supporting the eHub project, the SAI team also skillfully
strengthen the organization
balanced and pursued a
while continuing to provide the
number of critical
experiential learning
organizational and
experiences to our students
agency initiatives. Some
that are so special and unique
examples of these
to SAI. Of course, that starts
initiatives included
with the President, and I am
overseeing the planning,
happy to report that we have
testing and successful
another great one for 2017.
deployment of a new
Lu k e Bu sh n er (?18) was a
Salesforce-based front
General Manager for BRSS last
and back-end system for
year and brings to the table
Big Red, reestablishing
not only a great attitude and a
From left: Kyle Karnes, Bonnie Enzian, Madeline Lieber, Lisa Moran
the Cornell Store as a
tremendous amount of
sales channel for TakeNote, quarterbacking Hired
experience with Big Red; but, given all of the changes
Hand?s successful NYSDOT safety audit, and
in 2016, also an insider ?s knowledge of where and
renegotiating new contracts with the University and
how we can build on our momentum coming in to
our printing vendor for The Cornellian. And, to top it
the year.
all off, when the dust settled on the year, the 2016
team delivered the best operating performance in
While you will hear more from Luke directly, some of
years, with virtually every agency significantly
the initiatives that we will be focusing on include
outperforming their budget!
identifying and evaluating businesses that could be
acquired or launched and added to the SAI portfolio,

leveraging the new eHub traffic in the building to
introduce new value-added front desk services,
identifying and making the investments necessary to
establish a stronger operating base upon which Hired
Hand?s recent growth can be supported and
accelerated, continuing to enhance and improve the
new technology platform for Big Red, and
re-establishing TakeNote as a student staple now that
we are back in the Cornell Store and integrated into its
digital course material system.
In addition, now that we are fully integrated into eHub,
we will have a strong focus on cross-fertilizing and
collaborating with the eLab teams and other student
business and entrepreneurship groups that share the
space with SAI.
In closing, I would simply say that Student Agencies is
in a great place. We are proud of what we have been
able to accomplish, and we are excited to build on our
momentum by strengthening and growing our
operations, allowing us to extend our experiential
learning mission to even more students. By doing so,
we honor everyone who has come before us and
ensure that future generations of Cornellians will have
the opportunity to benefit from the unique and

powerful experience that comes with being a part
of Student Agencies.
Thank you for your time. Please do not hesitate to
contact me directly if you have any thoughts or
ideas to share; or if you just want to say hello. I
welcome all input and look forward to continuing to
make a direct connection with as many alumni and
friends of Student Agencies as possible.
Sincerely,
Kyle Kar n es (?91)
CEO
Student Agencies, Inc.
kkarnes@studentagencies.com
(607) 220-3333

Q&AWITHSAI PRESIDENTLUKE
BUSHNER
InterviewedbyGabrielleZacky
Hi Luke, can you tell me how you first got involved in
SAI?
During the first semester my sophomore year, I
decided that I wanted to become more involved
on Cornell?s campus. I flirted with the idea of
rushing a business fraternity and was close to
deciding to pursue that, when a senior in my
fraternity at dinner one day told me about his
experience at Student Agencies, Inc. On a whim, I
decided to apply. I discovered that it was an
opportunity that would be incredibly beneficial to
my professional development, and it fit perfectly
within the context of my career goals. When I
found myself selected to be a General Manager of
Big Red Shipping & Storage, I could not have been
more thrilled. SAI is one of the few organizations
at Cornell that is formative, hands-on, and

worthwhile.
How has SAI shaped your
experience at Cornell?
My experience
managing Big Red
Shipping & Storage
motivated me to switch
from a Computer
Science major to the
more logistically
oriented Operations
Research & Information
Engineering major. Additionally, the network I
have gained from working some of Cornell?s best
and brightest involved in SAI has given me a vast
network of friends and future professionals.
What is the craziest story from your times on the job
at SAI?
Probably August peak during my time as Big Red
General Manager, because I didn?t sleep for two

weeks straight besides quick, strategic naps on a
bean bag in the office. We ordered in lots of food
and got through the strenuous period, and
everything turned out very well. Being in the office
with my coworkers for such extensive periods of
time definitely brought all of us closer and really
made Student Agencies feel like a family.
What do you do in your free time, when you aren?t at
the office in eHub?
I am in eHub for most of my time, that?s for sure.
But, one of my fun hobbies I do when I?m not in
Ithaca is scuba-diving, which I do a few times a
year. I also love aquatic life and go fishing
whenever I can. Last summer, when I was working
in Ithaca over summer, I did some fishing in Cayuga
Lake. Other than that, I hang out with my fraternity
brothers and try to go to class as often as possible.
Going back to your job as incoming President, what
are your hopes for the coming year?
Most of my goals for this upcoming year are

specific to certain businesses. I have a lot of goals
for the organization, such as creating a more
structured retention of knowledge year to year,
creating an active alumni database, and
incorporating more general professional
development into the Student Agencies
experience.

ELABSPOTLIGHT: DATALOGUE

product talent.

ByRuthieWeissman
Datalogue, a Cornell startup with roots on the
Ithaca and Cornell Tech campuses, uses deep
learning and artificial intelligence to automate
data preparation. The company raised $1.5
million in seed funding from Bloomberg Beta,
Flybridge, NVIDIA and other investors to support
its work in machine learning and artificial
intelligence.
Founder and CEO Tim Delisle, M .H.A ?15, who is
now pursuing an M.Sc. with a concentration in
Health Tech at the Jacobs-Technion Cornell
Institute at Cornell Tech, calls the successful
fundraising ?a crazy ride,? noting the New York
City-based Datalogue incorporated in February
2016 before they had graduated Cornell?s eLab
Accelerator Class of
2016. The capital will
go toward hiring
engineering and

Pictured Above: Tim Delisle

?We officially began
at eLab, working on
early customer
acquisition,? said
Delisle. ?We were
based out of Cornell
Tech, traveling back
and forth between
Ithaca and New York
City.?

Shortly after their stint at eLab, he and CTO
Bryan Russett began working full time at
Datalogue.
?Tim is a great example of a student
entrepreneur who took advantage of ?One
Cornell?? the full breadth of resources,
from classes at Johnson to eLab to Cornell
Tech,? said Steven Gal, a senior lecturer at
the Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate

School of Management. ?It?s been a great
pleasure and privilege to be able to advise driven
student entrepreneurs like Tim and to see them
build on that momentum and find success after ?
and in this case even before ? they graduate.?
Delisle said the newfound funding will play a big
role in taking the business to the next level,
allowing them to continue developing their
product for market to address specific customer
needs. ?We have a two-step plan,? he said. ?First,
we need to nail it, that?s the phase that we?re
currently in. Then comes phase two, scale it.?
Cornell Tech and eLab played a large role in
Datalogue?s recent success, according to Delisle.
?It?s hard to put into words how much Cornell
helped us,? he said. ?The eLab team was fantastic
in terms of providing us the mentorship and
concrete tools to confidently talk about our
ventures.? He counts David Tisch, head of the
Cornell Tech Startup Studio, and Gr eg Pass ?97,
chief entrepreneurial officer at Cornell Tech,

among Datalogue?s sources of inspiration.
?Our mission as a company is to put data
into the hands of the people who need it.
Anyone who has to make a data-driven
decision needs the right data at the right
time,? he said. ?That?s why we entered this
business: to make sure people have the
resources that they need when they need
them.?
Datalogue works with Fortune 1000
companies in several industries; they plan
to move into banking and insurance in the
coming months. Delisle noted the
company tackles crucial problems in data
usage by solving three problems ? field
standardization, ontology mapping and
deduplication ? that aren?t addressed by
existing data tools.
Although many of Datalogue?s techniques
are based on the master ?s project Delisle
developed at Cornell Tech, his passion for

the data industry comes from his work in
pharmaceuticals ? an industry the company
serves.
?With pharmaceutical work, you?re ultimately trying
to develop drugs that save lives,? he said of
researchers in the industry. ?Once I was exposed to
those people, who were doing their jobs for all the
right reasons, the only thing I wanted to do was
ensure that they had the data they need to get
their job done.?

This article was originally published in the Cornell Chronicle under
the title "Cornell Tech, eLab Startup Datalogue Raises $1.5 Million",
and has been reprinted with permission from the author.

